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For imaginative creative designs

Your local Marabu-retailer:

Clear outlines, 
great effects

Relief Paste

Marabu-Glas

Marabu-GlasArt

Marabu-Porcelain

Marabu-Stencils
self-adhesive 

Compatible products:

Tips and tricks:

1. Glass and porcelain should be cleaned with hot water and detergent or 
     Marabu-Cleaner so that it is dust and grease-free. Rinse off Cleaner 
     residues thoroughly before you start painting.

2. Marabu-Relief Paste is touch-dry after 30 minutes, dishwasher-safe after     
     3 days.

3. We recommend rinsing your painted crockery in the programme for
     glasses/cups at a maximum 40°C.

4. If Marabu-Relief Paste is combined with colour systems which must be 
     cured in the oven, allow Marabu-Relief Paste to dry for 1 hour and then 
     heat in an oven (30 min. at 150°C). Additional curing will not improve 
     adhesion.    
5. It is possible to make corrections or completely remove the paint applied  
     without any problems provided the paint has not dried. For this, use e.g.          
     a cotton bud with Marabu-Cleaner or White Spirit.

6. Marabu-Relief Paste crystal clear is ideal for mixing with Marabu-
     Glas. You can achieve beautiful effects in your favourite 
     colours.

7. Do not paint the cutting surfaces or the drinking rims of 
     crockery, as abrasion can damage the design.          

Sandra, 22 years old, adds 
clear contours and great 
effects to glass and porcelain. 
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Marabu - Reliefpaste - 061 Reseda 
43C / 00M / 88Y / 00B - 11/10

Marabu - Reliefpaste - 073 Schwarz
00C / 00M / 00Y / 100B - 11/10

Marabu - Reliefpaste - 782 Metallic-Silber
00C / 5M / 8Y / 31B - 11/10

Marabu - Reliefpaste - 784 Metallic-Gold
00C / 28M / 75Y / 22B - 11/10

Marabu - Reliefpaste - 787 Metallic-Kupfer
00C / 45M / 66Y / 30B - 11/10

Marabu - Reliefpaste - 770 Metallic-Weiß
00C / 00M / 7Y / 8B - 11/10

Marabu - Reliefpaste - 101 Kristallklar 
00C / 00M / 00Y / 00B - 11/10

Marabu - Reliefpaste - 125 Kirsche
00C / 100M / 85Y / 00B - 11/10

Marabu - Reliefpaste - 081 Amethyst
68C / 100M / 00Y / 00B - 11/10

Marabu - Reliefpaste - 101 Kristallklar 
00C / 00M / 00Y / 00B - 11/10

Marabu - Reliefpaste - 057 Enzian
100C / 46M / 00Y / 10B - 11/10

Marabu - Reliefpaste - 590 Glitter-Opal 11/10

Marabu - Reliefpaste - 582 Glitter-Silber
11/10

Marabu - Reliefpaste - 584 Glitter-Gold
11/10

More than painting outlines

Using Marabu-Relief Paste, the outlines of your motif can be traced directly from 
the tube – easily and effortlessly. Marabu-Relief Paste has even more product 
features. Fine decorations and great effects can be created in 14 marvellous 
colours. The colour range also includes transparent shades, fi ne metallic and 
glitter shades, besides the classic, solid black and white shades. Use for 
effective highlights on glass and porcelain. 
The paint fl ows evenly from the tube by slightly pressing. Using the fi ne paint 
tip, even intricate motifs and lettering can be traced precisely. Simply fi x the 
motif behind the glass and trace. 
Marabu-Relief Paste is also suitable for stencilling. Great results can be achieved 
within a short time. 

Here’s how it’s done: Techniques with Relief Paste

Wide colour range for effective decorations

Versatile use: on glass and porcelain, for painting outlines    
or stencilling

Easy to apply from the tube

Dishwasher-safe without oven fi xing

Simply paint, allow to dry, fi nished!

Water based, odourless and lightfast

Painting outlines 
Trace fi ne outlines on glass 
and porcelain with Marabu-
Relief Paste – directly from 
the tube. As soon as the 
outlines have dried, you can 
paint in the motif with 
Marabu-Glas, Marabu-
GlasArt or Marabu-
Porcelain.

Effects
Marabu-Relief Paste offers an 
almost unlimited range of  
design options. You can even 
apply the paste with a spatula, 
model or paint designs into it. 
Glitter, glass beads or other 
decorative items can be 
applied to the wet paste. 
Have fun when experimenting!

Fine decorations
Fine decorations, lettering, 
shapes, dots or lines in      
14 beautiful colours produce 
special effects on glass and 
porcelain.

Stencilling
Using self-adhesive stencils 
from Marabu, even 
complicated designs can 
be achieved. Fix the stencil 
on glass or porcelain, apply 
Marabu-Relief Paste with a 
spatula and remove. 
Finished!

Choose your favourite colour:

Ideal for:  

Marabu Glas Marabu GlasArt Marabu Porcelain

Marabu-Relief Paste

061 reseda

073 black

784 glitter-gold

590 glitter-opal

582 glitter-silver

070 white 125 cherry

081 amethyst

057 gentian

770 metallic-white

782 metallic-silver

784 metallic-gold

787 metallic-copper

101 crystal clear

Standard 
shades 
transparent

Standard 
shades 
opaque

Metallic 
shades 
opaque

Glitter 
shades 
transparent


